The following article is reprinted from the October 13, 1972 edition of Muhammad Speaks.

In This Day and Time, Allah is the Judge

By popular demand, we again present to you, the following article, written by Messenger Muhammad which appeared in the April 22, 1966 issue of Muhammad Speaks.

Messenger Muhammad teaches us a powerful truth, "In the Day and Time Allah Is The Judge." Messenger Muhammad's word -- comes to us straight as an arrow, driven from a powerful bow -- that Allah (God) Master Fard Muhammad, to Whom Praises are Due, is taking back the rulership of the Earth.

Allah (God) Has Put our Black brother, Messenger Elijah Muhammad in Charge of us, and in Charge of Allah's House. Messenger Muhammad teaches us that all Black people in America, regardless of our stations in life, are Black sisters and Black brothers.

In this critical time, Messenger Muhammad warns us, Black sister and Black brother, that we must all unite together and come into the shelter of Allah and Islam. We must put aside pride and come and follow our Black brother, Messenger Muhammad and Muhammad will guide us to build together for Black Self.

Allah (God) has Chosen and Taught Muhammad how to guide us, for in This Day and Time, Allah Is The Judge. The scriptures remind the proud: (Bible, Pr. 16:18) "Pride goeth before destruction and a haughty spirit before a Fall."

Let us Be Wise and accept our own (God) Allah, and our own Religion, Islam and follow our own divine Messenger Muhammad. All Praise is due to Allah, for His divine Messenger Muhammad. All Praise is due to Allah, for His divine Messenger Muhammad and His divine message that "IN THIS DAY AND TIME ALLAH IS THE JUDGE."

---Sister Margary Hassain

By Elijah Muhammad

Messenger of Allah

IN THIS DAY AND TIME ALLAH IS THE JUDGE between man and man and nation and nation.

To understand the present we must learn of the past.

We are four thousand years from Moses; and Moses was two thousand years after the creation of the Caucasian race, or two thousand years after the fathers of the Caucasian race.

In four thousand years of the white man's rule they have practiced and exercised their power and authority over us as was divinely given to them.

THE trouble going on between the so-called Negroes and the American white people who have always show themselves to be the enemies and haters of their slaves, the so-called Negroes. This thing must come to an end.

So God, Himself, intervenes to make manifest the two people. Everything that is of good, according to recorded history, has trouble in its infancy, but as it grows, it triumphs in the end.
The so-called Negroes must know the truth: This is the only way to bring them into the light of truth as they are spiritually blind to the knowledge of the truth of themselves and of their enemies. And no one can bring them into this knowledge of themselves but God, Himself.

PROPHETS of God can only deliver the truth to the people. But to make them to believe, see and understand it and accept or reject it this must come from God.

It took the destruction of the people of Korah by Almighty God to make Israel understand that it was God who had appointed Moses to lead them, and that self-made leaders such as Korah would not work in the way of delivering and establishing Israel into another country.

Because Allah had chosen Moses to act as a guide for Israel, and all other self-made leaders would be failures.

HE SENT poisonous and fiery serpents against them to bite and kill them who rebelled.

So this is a warning and a sign for today: That when God intends to separate a people, or remove a people and put another in their stead, it is His work and the people who rebel against His work will come to naught.

The so-called Negroes in America must learn these truths today: That they cannot deliver themselves from the evils they are suffering from the white race without the help of Allah.

IN THIS DAY AND TIME, ALLAH IS THE JUDGE...So you see the trouble that our people and the American whites are suffering from the struggle of our people with a few whites on their side to bring about integration between the two races, which is opposed by God, Himself, for it is the time that the two people should separate.

THANK you, and I hope that you will study over what I have written that it may help you to understand the time in which you are now living, and what you now see that is making you feel perplexed over it:

That it is the time of the resurrection and separation of the Lost-found members of the Black Race IN THIS DAY AND TIME, ALLAH IS THE JUDGE.

HURRY AND JOIN ONTO YOUR OWN KIND! THE TIME OF THIS WORLD IS AT HAND!